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This newsletter is your forum for sharing news and experiences, discussing scoring
issues and networking.
This issue of Notchers’ News was prepared by Vijaya Mallela, who was hoping to take over the role of
editor from Cathy. However family pressures have meant he is unable to continue, and so from the
December issue onwards I will be editing the newsletter. I look forward to carrying on the fine work
begun by Cathy over the last 12 years in connecting scorers around the world. I will write a full introduction for the next issue, but for now I will just say that I am the scorer for Musselburgh Cricket Club
in the East of Scotland Cricket Association, as well as a music student.
David Surtees

Notchers News has a new editor
“If you can’t fly then run, if you can’t run then walk, if you can’t walk then crawl, but whatever you do
you have to keep moving forward.” - Martin Luther King Jr.
Introduction to the new editor: I am Vijaya Prakash Mallela; an IT professional by trade, a Cricket enthusiast with strong penchant for Cricket Umpiring &Scoring alike. I am currently the Training Officer
for USA Cricket Umpires & Scorers Association established since 1992.
Thank you Cathy for accepting my interest and bestowing upon me the responsibility as the editor of
Notchers News. It is my privilege and pleasure to live up to the motto of sharing news and experiences
thorough production of Notchers’ News.
I have received the NN Group Distribution email address and lists recent issues of NN in Publisher format. Thank you Cathy for the support offered thus far. The NN Group Distribution email address lists
will be retained in a safe manner. Given the demands of the UK Data Protection Act 2018, I request
that you inform me by email, if you do not want your email address to be retained. NN Group Distribution email address lists have already been updated per readers’ requests accordingly for additions
and removals.
Congratulations to Cathy, and all the dear readers that contributed to Notchers News on a very exemplary journey for 50 Notchers’ editions. Please continue to provide the same support for future editions by sending in your contributions through email to the Notchers’ News editor: notchersnews@gmail.com
I offer my gratitude to Cathy, The Proof-Reader, Third Umpire, and Web-Manager for agreeing to provide me with full support upon taking up the editorship of Notchers’ News.
Cathy continues to send out BCEW and other appeals for scorers for the foreseeable future and thanks
to those readers who have expressed appreciation for her efforts over the years.
Editor
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John writes his experiences from his most recent trip to Cape Town in March, to score for Wales in the Over 50 World Cup
competition. John started to score from about 30 years ago, trained for the standard scorers’ course by correspondence
with Cathy and passed his standard exam. He trained for the advanced scorers’ course by correspondence with Alex Davies
and passed his advanced scorer’s exam.
John joined the ACU&S after passing his exams and went on to become regional scorers’ officer for Wales. He scores for his
club regularly, and also scores for Wales Over 50’s, Wales Women, the MCC, and Glamorgan Academy.

A LIFETIME TRIP IN JOHN’S WORDS I have scored regularly for the Wales Over 50’s ECB side since I retired from work
in 2015. Due to family issues, I was unable to travel to Australia for the Over 50 World Cup in November 2018 and I did not
expect to go to the one held in Cape Town in March either.
In November 2019, the scorer who was due to go to Cape Town with the Wales team had to withdraw and a call went out
for a replacement. A quick conversation with my three daughters and I was completing an online application for a passport
as mine had expired the previous November.
Initially I was told that in order to provide live scores we would have to use a scoring programme called Web Cricket and it
came with a 48-page user guide. Having used a
laptop and Total Cricket Scorer or Play Cricket
Scorer since 2006 this was not something I was
looking forward to. Thankfully, Pitch Vision came
must
with the letters ‘NN’ to be eligible for the NN Prize
on board to provide liveEntries
streaming
of be
all marked
42 matches and their own scorer would be the live scorer.
We were therefore able to use our own scoring
platform and in my case Play Cricket Scorer Pro.
After Christmas, the time flew and it was soon
time to depart for Cape Town, flying from Cardiff
via Doha on Saturday 7th March and arriving at
11:00 AM the following day. We were staying at
the Lagoon Beach Hotel with great views of Table
Mountain. It was a leisurely morning for me on the
Monday and Tuesday as the Wales squad had two early morning net sessions. I spent my time setting up my laptop with
PCSP for the games ahead.
On Tuesday afternoon the opening ceremony was held with the six tournament ambassadors Mike Proctor, Barry Richards,
Graeme Pollock, Omar Henry, Peter Kirsten, and Dave Richardson all in attendance.
Wednesday 11th March saw the opening round of matches with Wales playing the hosts South Africa at the Cape Town
Cricket Club. Prior to the match there was an emotional moment when I was presented with my Wales Over 50’s World
Cup 2020 cap by the legendary South African bowler Allan Donald who was the coach of the South Africa team at the tournament.
Wales came up against a very strong home side with no less that five ex South Africa test or one day players in their squad.
Jonty Rhodes had to withdraw from the squad two weeks before the competition due to a clash with a competition he was
contracted to play in India. Their captain Dave Callaghan scored 169no off 143 balls against New Zealand in 1994. South
Africa won
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to Wiltshire
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Mlungisi Ngece 2-6. Despite the heavy defeat the Welsh came out on top in the singing stakes after the game as they enalso
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for
the
Minor
Counties
team.
tertained the large contingent in the clubhouse after the game.
...continued on the next page
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Friday 13th March saw Wales take on Namibia at the picturesque Reddam House School. Namibia won the toss and elected
to bat first. They scored 161-8 from their 45 overs with Abraham Buitendag top scoring with 60. Chris Hudson took 3-34
and there were three run outs from the Welsh. Wales won by 8 wickets with over 11 overs to spare as opener Iwan Rees
scored a fine 94no off 84 balls 11 fours and 1 six. Fellow opener Neal Williams scored 36 in a first wicket partnership of 92.
off 83 balls 10 fours and 9 sixes featuring in a 2nd wicket partnership of 231 for the 2nd wicket.
Wales 3rd match was against Pakistan at Claremont Cricket Club on Sunday 15th March. Pakistan won the toss and elected
to bat and scored 321-2 off their 45 overs with Sajid Ali 124 off 141 balls 10 fours 1 six (retired) and Mohammed Jawed 133
As the innings closed and the players were walking off the field both sides were called together by Frank Ager (Match coordinator) who announced that due to the worsening state of the corona virus worldwide the South Africa President restricting large group meetings a decision had been made by the organisers to cancel the competition with immediate
effect.
The Wales squad and supporters then had a battle on their hands to get a flight home with the airline initially quoting an
extra £800.00 per person to change flights. We were able to find flights on Thursday 19th March and an extra £280.00 per
person. Arriving at Cape Town airport at 9.15 AM for a 12.15 PM flight we found that the flight had been delayed until 6.50
PM and had to hang around until the check-in desks opened at 3:00 PM. Leaving Cape Town with temperature of 28 degrees and dressed in shorts it was a shock to the system arriving in Cardiff with the temperature at 8 degrees.
Scorers had to make sure that their laptops were fully charged before matches began as there were issues with load shedding, a controlled method to limit the amount of electricity being used in an area. Basically, a power cut for up to two and a
half hours at a time. In the South Africa game the power went off five minutes into the game but was only off for an hour.
Entries
be marked
the experience
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to be
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forthat
the NN
Despite the competition
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a great
there
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the Prize
competition could be rearranged for March 2021 with the full backing of the sponsors Evergreen Lifestyles.

View from the commentary box…

Richard Rae

Although not directly related to scoring I’m sure you will
enjoy reading this article.
DEAR Lord, I’m missing Grace Road. And that – speaking as someone not only born, bred and educated in Yorkshire but who
played nearly all his cricket in the Broad Acres – is a lamentation for most of my life I could not have imagined uttering.

talking Casualty, Tinder – oh, and cricket

In the last five years, however, I’ve seen every ball bowled at the Fischer County Ground, an unpretentious, hospitable and
pleasingly open ground where the general lack of architectural merit (cupola-topped manual scoreboard aside) means there
is little to distract from the cricket.
As most Leicestershire supporters would wryly attest, there have been times in those last few years when distraction would
have been welcome, but I’ve never left the place without reflecting on how ridiculously lucky I am to work there. Because
even the worst of days have been watched in the best of company…

With players and coaches – among whose ranks, incidentally, not one who was at the club when I began commentating in 2014 remains (though happily Jigar Naik, then the team’s off-spinner, is now back coaching).

With club staff (and get well soon Big Phil, dressing room attendant for so many years).

With listeners, whose loyalty, generosity of spirit and sense of fun never seems to fail, and many of whom I’m now
proud and grateful to regard as friends.
Above all, however, I’ve watched it with the individuals with whom I’m lucky enough to spend a few days each season
sharing a microphone.
It’s an odd business, being closeted with someone for six or seven hours, eight or nine days a season. It’s a relationship
that’s forced upon you, and you have to make it work. That’s rarely proved a problem – a mutual love of cricket is after all a
pretty firm foundation – and happily, increasing familiarity has bred anything but contempt.
Commentating with Gloucestershire’s Bob Hunt (“Come on The Shire!”) is always interesting, not least because when it
comes to matters other than cricket, the teacher, theatre director and jobbing extra (he’s appeared in Casualty, playing, he
admitted with becoming modesty, ‘patient in adjoining bed’) is always liable to surprise. Or even startle, as when choosing
to enliven a quiet session last season by gleefully discussing upcoming ‘Tinder’ assignations.
...continued on the next page
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Glamorgan, against whom the Foxes often seem to start and finish their season, means the benevolent if sometimes slightly exasperated (especially when trying to organise a full turn-out of his village cricket team) Nick Webb, together with the
now semi-retired Eddie Bevan. These days Eddie spends most of the day in the press box, but regularly wanders over to
record a Welsh language report, or spend half-an-hour delighting Leicestershire listeners with unfairly mellifluous vowels.
One BBC Radio Leicester listener reckons they should be recording relaxation tapes.
Derbyshire’s big, bearded, amiable, calm, rock group tribute T-shirt wearing Dave Fletcher, the same listener added,
‘sounds like everyone’s avuncular uncle’ and ‘has a wonderful way with words’. No argument there. Northamptonshire’s
Alex Winter – no mean cricketer himself – ‘creates the most drama because every ball sounds like it’s a wicket’, while Lancashire’s Scott Read, ‘always sounds like he’s on the verge of being mischievous’.
Resentment towards our talent-nabbing neighbours means listeners are always happy to hear the knowledgeable Dave
Bracegirdle, simply because it means Nottinghamshire have managed to get themselves relegated again. The Girdler
knows he’s batting on a dangerously lively track when he makes another attempt to convince them it’s more to do with
coaching and facilities than money, but never fails to strap the pads on and get in line.
The unfailingly cheerful Kevin Hands is always welcome when Middlesex make one of their occasional visits, as are
Worcestershire’s Dave Bradley and Sussex stalwart Adrian Harms. It helps that none make any secret of the fact they enjoy
their trips to the east Midlands, notwithstanding the long, steep and in wet weather decidedly hazardous metal stairs up
to the commentary boxes on top of the pavilion.

The best lunch in county cricket helps, taken courtesy of the club in the outstanding pavilion restaurant at a table shared
with the umpires, scorers and match cricket liaison officer. True, you might find yourself sitting next to manual scoreboard
operator Dave Goodacre, whose penchant for sharing obscure Leicestershire statistics has proved impervious to decades
of scorn, but the quality of the food makes it worth the risk, and besides, some commentators, such as Durham’s encyclopaedically knowledgeable Martin Emmerson, are capable of matching him volley for volley.
Odds are that Kent’s Matt Coles and Ben Watt will be back in town before too long, but it could be some time before acquaintances are renewed with Hampshire’s Kevan James and Somerset’s Anthony Gibson, while Yorkshire’s Jonathan
Doidge is likely to remain a one-day-a-season visitor – unless, of course, Leicestershire are promoted.
No doubt you’re aware that in the absence of any genuine play, the website ‘CricketWorld.com‘ has been running a virtual
county championship, using complicated formulae and, er, dice to work out the results. The Foxes are top of Division Two,
having just ‘beaten’ Middlesex at Lord’s to make it five wins out of seven at the half-way stage. It is, without doubt, a sign of
things to come.
This was first published on the Floodlit Dreams blog (https://www.floodlitdreams.com/)

RunsWktsOvers on Youtube

Sue Drinkwater

Making the best use of technology, adapting to the times for educating scorers; Sue Drinkwater has introduced
RunsWktsOvers, an all about Cricket Scoring youtube channel. Subscribe to RunsWktsOvers at https://www.youtube.com/
channel/UCoBu7VMwO-d6mxDDxYgPx7w for access to helpful scoring resources.
Sue is a Cricket Scorer and an IT Trainer and uses a combination of these skills help her in a voluntary role as ECB ACO Scorer Education manager at ECB ACO. Sue scored for Chatsworth Cricket Club for over 30 years, and currently scores for
Worcestershire County Cricket Club.
The RunsWktsOvers channel provides snippets of many different aspects of Cricket Scoring All readers are welcome to join
Sue to journey together into the world of Run, Wickets & Overs.
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“That batsman did not trouble the scorers” is a comment often heard when listening or watching cricket; although to be

fair some commentators do question its truth. My experience is that scoring zero can be a real source of scorer stress especially if the player has not faced many balls. With no live cricket in England until July I was looking for an opportunity to
use the skills learnt from a linear scoring course in Surrey and the “U-tube” teaching on the use of Play Cricket from the
ECB so took a few days off work to score England v West Indies and to find out if scoring the longer format game is more
demanding of scorer skills than short-form matches.
Part of the motivation was because scorer development in England has multi-day games as a higher level activity and I
wondered if that should always be the case. The start was frustrating as the rain came and caused a delay to the toss but
no more stressful than for a day scoring a short format game when the loss of any time quickly results in the need for review and discussion about when overs may need to be lost and how that could impact on regulations like how many overs
can be bowled by individuals. No such stress as the game got under way and day 1, while a test of patience, was very easy
to score. There were just three sessions; three overs at 1 for one, then 7 balls with two scored, finishing with 13 and a half
overs with 32 scored including 6 boundaries; thus the day ended – one much less demanding than any short-form match.
Day two started on time and proceeded as planned until lunch at which point the linear sheet I was using in parallel with
Play Cricket Scorer was just full – how is that for beginner’s luck! There had been four wickets two quite close together
which was about the most stressful time for scoring. Otherwise the rhythm of the game meant scoring was simpler than
for many short-form matches with bowlers bowling long spells not chopping and changing every two or three overs as in
limited overs matches. The number of dot balls also helped keep the mental arithmetic in keeping the linear sheet up to
date simple – runs scored in many overs generally needed the addition of just two numbers. Lunch was extended as the
weather intervened again but the afternoon session was no more demanding with the same simplicity of bowling spells
and lack of wickets falling in quick succession. It was interesting to see the test DRS in place and that despite having two
excellent umpires this was needed to make sure the right decisions were made.
Day three and it seems so easy and natural to start scoring. Is there something in this muscle memory idea that makes the
task of scoring easier when you get to a third day without too much of a break away from a much loved task? There may
be interruptions that would not exist in the scorebox – phone calls about work, or from cold callers, on the landline but
even these distractions seem easy to deal with. The set-up for scoring is less than ideal as although the sofa is comfortable
working on a coffee table does not put the keyboard or linear pad at an ideal level; however when real-life scoring can be a
park bench this is luxury! Despite reasonable attention I do miss a leg-bye taken off Mark Wood and only realise some time
afterwards. I find the linear sheet very useful in then being able to find the ball to edit in Play Cricket – and the edit is an
easy one as there is no need to worry about any “auto-correct” as there was one scored just to extras and not as I had
thought to Shamarh Brooks. The end of the West Indies innings does up the pace a little as three wickets fall in four overs,
but I am pleased both as an England supporter and a scorer that the day ends calmly with just fifteen runs from ten overs.
And on day four it seems very easy to slip into the rhythm of scoring, perhaps having the TV to identify the players is helpful, but even without that it is so much easier to identify players as a long game goes on. Starting a new one-day game
with a strange away team is always an area of pressure for the scorer, that is not the case in a multi-day match. Another
day with limited pressure of drastic activity until near the end when two wickets fell in one over. There was some thinking
and effort needed in starting a new linear page – perhaps the clever thing is to look to move to a new page at a break rather than thinking of filling every sheet to the bottom.
Day 5 and by now the pattern of scoring has become familiar; there are no scares today as the match builds to an exciting
end. Even getting near to the conclusion it seems that there is less stress than in short-form matches as time, or number of
overs is not an issue. This has been a most enjoyable five days with helpful learning from real experience.
The conclusion – for me a five-day game seems to be no more demanding than a three-day game; you just need to have
the time free! These formats are much simpler than dealing with two T20s, or four T15 matches in one day – there are
only 22 players to get to know, there is only one result and no need to worry about length of bowlers’ spells or other short
-form regulations. I am sure also that staying as part of the team of officials over a longer format game will benefit the
scorer.
So I think that while multi-day games must remain the pinnacle of this fantastic game perhaps for scorers the most demanding challenges come with shorter formats – in England we will need to start gearing up for the hundred in 2021 –
perhaps that may become the test of scoring ability!
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Founded in 1995, The Fossils is a team of senior players based in Worcestershire who still enjoy their cricket played in the
best of circumstances – that is ‘in the true spirit of the game’. The entry requirements are simple – if you love cricket and
are around 50 plus, you are most welcome to join this friendly and sociable group which contains many players in their 70s
as well as quite a few octogenarians who are still making their mark at the crease.
The running may be a bit slower and the sixes few and far between, but there is still a strong competitive spirit where both
batting and bowling skills are still obvious. Quite a few players travel from the Birmingham area and one even from Wales
in order to play at some of the prettiest grounds Worcestershire can offer.
Just last Sunday, The Fossils celebrated their 25th Anniversary – a little later than originally planned because of Covid – and
there was a great turn-out on this gloriously sunny day. The teams were picked from Fossils’ members and a great atmosphere prevailed and, despite having to stick to the rules about catering, there was cake!
Most noticeably, there were four players who had actually played in that original game in 1995 - John Reynolds, the founder member, now 79, Noel George who is 81, John Banner 78 and Peter Tudge 80. What’s more, one of other players, Tony
Rubery who is sadly no longer with us, was ably represented by his son, Andy. The game ended suitably in an honourable
tie!
Membership of the club is now around 60, some active and some Friends of the Fossils but one problem we constantly face
is finding suitable opposition. If there are any teams out there who enjoy playing purely for pleasure and would like to
have a game or two next season, please contact either John Reynolds on 01905 427007 or Brian Norfolk on 01905 820564,
email brian.norfolk@outlook.com

Jackie Chapman — scorer and honorary fossil

Exclusive to Notchers’ News

‘SCORERS HAND’
£6.00 plus p&p
Made of plywood with orange
florescent covering on face.
Wooden knob for easy handling
For more information
email: warrenmick@me.com

For books, score books, coloured pens and other
scoring equipment and to access the Acumen
Bulletin Board
Visit the Acumen Books website at:
www.acumenbooks.co.uk
Email: support@crichq.zendesk.com

England and Wales Cricket Board Association of Cricket Officials (ECB ACO)

http://www.ecb.co.uk/ecb/ecb-association-of-cricket-officials/
http://www.notchers.co.uk hosts links to other websites offering information for scorers

THE MILLENNIUM SCORING RECORD
An A3 binder with capacity to score 100 innings, each of up to 65 overs
Binder and 50 double sided loose leaf sheets (100 innings) £20 + P&P
Refill pack of 50 double sided loose leaf sheets £10 + P&P
For more information, email: milsteadmsr@gmail.com
LINEAR SCORE BOOK
Designed to take all games played in one club cricket season.
Each sheet will take 70-80 overs per side with all appropriate statistics.
Price £18.00 + p&p.
For more information, email Polly Rhodes: pollyrhodes@aol.com
SCORER TRAINING
For information visit the ECB ACO website (See above)
An independent scorer correspondence course is available.
For more information, email Cathy Rawson: cathy.rawson@gmail.com

Share your cricket scoring experiences and scoring questions with
readers. Photos are welcomed and add interest to the newsletter.
Email your contributions to: notchersnews@gmail.com
December newsletter copy date: Sunday, November 29th 2020

Your questions, news and views are welcomed for use in future issues

